Dear Editor,

We would like to thank Peter L. Labib, MBChB, for addressing my recent article about near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence imaging with indocyanine green (ICG) during staging laparoscopy for pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma \[[@CR1]\]. We also thank the author for describing details of NIR imaging using ICG for each site of the lesion, liver, peritoneum, and pancreas, regarding the timing of ICG injection.

I agree with the author about the timing of ICG injection for detecting peritoneal metastases. We performed staging laparoscopy in three cases with peritoneal metastases using two ICG injection steps prior to this prospective study. We found apparent peritoneal metastases in these cases with white-light imaging during the staging laparoscopy, and there was no fluorescent peritoneal lesion through NIR imaging with preoperative ICG injection on the previous day. Then, we added intraoperative ICG injections of 0.25 mg/kg of patient weight after thorough exploration for hepatic metastasis with white-light and NIR imaging to check the fluorescence of peritoneal metastasis. In these cases, we could find no lesion positive for ICG fluorescence on the peritoneum. As the author described, Liberale et al. found 21 of 24 malignant solid peritoneal nodules to be positive for fluorescence with intraoperative ICG injection in colorectal cancer, and the surgery was modified based on NIR imaging in 4 of 14 patients \[[@CR2]\]. Veys et al. reported that NIR imaging with intraoperative ICG injection could detect peritoneal metastases from ovarian cancer \[[@CR3]\]. Based on previous reports, NIR imaging with intraoperative ICG injection is thought to be useful for detecting peritoneal metastasis of adenocarcinoma. However, we employed this study protocol with only preoperative ICG injection and without intraoperative injection, to simplify the procedure. We expected more frequent cases of hepatic metastasis that is difficult to detect with white-light imaging than those of peritoneal metastasis. Our study mainly aimed to detect hepatic metastasis.

We will consider the author's proposal to add intraoperative ICG injection to our protocol, depending on the frequency of occult peritoneal metastasis. A total of 20 patients were enrolled in our present study until now and no patient developed new peritoneal metastasis within at least three months after the staging laparoscopy. We understand that visually occult peritoneal metastasis during the staging laparoscopy was unusual in our cohort. Hence, we did not change our protocol up to this time. We thank the authors for their interest and productive comments.
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